Abstract. This paper extends the trace formulas of [5] with perturbations in normed ideals of B(H) to multivariate functions of commuting contractions admitting a dilation to commuting normal contractions.
Introduction.
One of the fundamental results in perturbation theory is Krein's trace formula [9] Tr (f (
where H 0 is a self-adjoint operator defined in a separable Hilbert space H, V a selfadjoint trace class operator, and f a sufficiently nice scalar function. The integrable function ξ is determined by the operators H 0 and V and does not depend on f . The formula (1.1) has found a number of applications and generalizations (see, e.g., survey [14] for details and references). In particular, when V is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, we have Koplienko's trace formula [8] Tr
where η is an integrable function determined by H 0 and V . Let I be a normed ideal of B(H) (the algebra of bounded linear operators on H) with norm · I (see Definition 2.2). Let τ I be a trace on I bounded with respect to the ideal norm · I . Examples of (I, τ I ) include (S 1 , Tr), the trace class ideal with the canonical trace, and (L (1,∞) , Tr ω ), the dual Macaev ideal with the Dixmier trace Tr ω corresponding to a generalized limit ω on ℓ ∞ (N). (Definitions and references can be found in [5] .)
The following results were obtained in [5] .
and, for every f analytic on D 1+ǫ , a disc centered at 0 of radius 1 + ǫ, with ǫ > 0, and, for every f analytic on D 1+ǫ , with ǫ > 0,
4)
where Ω = T. If, in addition, H 0 and V are self-adjoint, then there exists unique real-valued measure ν such that (1.4) holds with Ω = conv (σ(H 0 ) ∪ σ(H 0 + V )) for f real-analytic on Ω.
We extend the results of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to multivariate functions of commuting contractions admitting a dilation to commuting normal contractions. If τ I has a nontrivial normal component, then we also request that the tuples of contractions differ by a tuple of commuting elements.
Let A n = (A 1 , . . . , A n ) and B n = (B 1 , . . . , B n ) be n-tuples of pairwise commuting contractions and define V j = B j − A j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Assume, in addition, that V n = (V 1 , . . . , V n ) consists of commuting elements, which is equivalent to A n and B n being connected by a linear path of commuting contractions (see Lemma 3.8) , and that for every s ∈ [0, 1], the tuple A n + sV n has a commuting contractive normal dilation (2.4). For V n consisting of elements of I, we prove (see Theorem 3.9) existence of finite measures µ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, determined by A n and B n and satisfying
The measure obtained by projecting µ j to the j-th component satisfies Theorem 1.1 for the pair of contractions A j and B j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. If we replace the requirement V j ∈ I by V j ∈ I 1/2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where I 1/2 satisfies (2.5), then we prove (see Theorem 4.8) existence of finite measures ν ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, determined by A n and B n and satisfying
The projection of the measure ν jj to the j-th component satisfies Theorem 1.2 for the pair of contractions A j and B j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. If A n and B n are tuples of commuting self-adjoint operators, then there exist finite measures µ j and ν ij such that the above trace formulas hold with integrals evaluated over [−1, 1] n (see Theorems 3.9 and 4.8). In Corollaries 3.10 and 4.9, we obtain more information about structure of the measures µ and ν provided by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, for a pair of normal operators (H 0 , H 0 + V ) satisfying [Re(V ), Im(V )] = 0 (which includes the case of purely real and purely imaginary perturbations).
The results follow from estimates for traces of the first and second order partial derivatives of multivariate operator functions that we establish in Theorems 3.6 and 4.6. We note that derivatives of single variable operator functions are fairly well explored (see, e.g., [10, 12, 13] ), which is not the case with multivariate functions. Existence of the first and higher order derivatives of multivariate functions along paths of tuples of commuting self-adjoint matrices in the operator norm was discussed in [2] and of the first order derivatives of functions along commuting tuples of selfadjoint operators in the Schatten p-norms, 1 < p < ∞, in [7] .
The operator derivatives
f (X n (s)) in [7] are evaluated in the norm of the Schatten ideal S p , 1 < p < ∞, along paths of tuples of bounded commuting selfadjoints X n (s) with tangent vectors in the closure of the narrow tangent space
where A n = X n (0) and {A n } ′′ is a bicommutant of the family
f (X n (s)) is trivial to handle and not enough for our goals. However, we consider only linear paths of operators and only analytic scalar functions f , what allows to handle more general V n and nonself-adjoint operators (see Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.7).
Despite all the commutativity assumptions, the second order derivatives of multivariate operator functions are more complex objects than the second order derivatives of single variable operator functions. If f is a polynomial, A a bounded operator, V ∈ S n , and Tr a canonical trace, then Tr )(A + sV, A) V = 3. In the multivariate case we also have mixed partial derivatives, which do not exist in the single variable case.
Preliminaries and notations.
Multivariate operator functions. Denote by C n the set of all n-tuples of pairwise commuting (nonstrict) contractions acting on a separable Hilbert space H. We have
and given by an absolutely convergent series
then the operator function is defined by
We will denote the space of functions holomorphic on D ). We will also consider functions representable by their Taylor series (2.1) with (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ (−1 − ǫ, 1 + ǫ)
n . The respective space of functions is denoted by A((−1 − ǫ, 1 + ǫ) n ). Although the main results are obtained for functions of tuples of commuting contractions, some of the results hold for operators f (A 1 , . . . , A n ) defined by the power series (2.2) with A 1 , . . . , A n not necessarily commuting.
We will prove trace formulas for tuples of contractions X n ∈ C n satisfying the von Neumann inequality
The von Neumann inequality holds for any single contraction [16] and for any pair of commuting contractions [1] . For any n ∈ N, n-tuples of commuting normal contractions X n satisfy the von Neumann inequality. Another sufficient condition for an n-tuple of commuting contractions to satisfy (2.3) is established in [6] .
Recall that for X n a tuple of bounded commuting normal operators and f a bounded Borel function on σ(X n ), the joint spectrum of the operators X 1 , . . . , X n (which is a subset of σ(X 1 ) × . . . × σ(X n )), the operator function f (X n ) can be represented as an integral with respect to the joint spectral measure E of the tuple
The measure E is the product of the spectral measures E j of the operators X j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n [3, Theorem 6.5.1 and Subsection 6.6.2]. In particular,
where δ 1 , . . . , δ n are Borel subsets of C. The measure E is supported in σ(X n ).
We will prove our results for tuples of commuting contractions that can be dilated to tuples of commuting normal contractions. That is, we will consider those X n ∈ C n for which there exists a Hilbert space K ⊃ H and a tuple of commuting normal contractions (U 1 , . . . , U n ) on K such that
where P H is the orthogonal projection from K onto H. If X n ∈ C n satisfies (2.4), then it also satisfies (2.3). It is well known that a unitary dilation exists for a single contraction [15] and a commuting unitary dilation exists for a pair of commuting contractions [1] . A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a multivariate commuting unitary dilation (2.4), which is formulated in terms of the von Neumann inequalities for matrix-valued functions, can be found in [11, Corollary 4.9] . Throughout the paper, we assume the following notations.
Notations 2.1. All operators are assumed to be elements of B(H), unless stated otherwise.
(i) Denote the tuple of bounded operators A 1 , . . . , A n by
(ii) Let X n be an n-tuple of bounded operators and let k 1 , . . . , k n ∈ N ∪{0}. Denote
(iv) Let N n denote the set of pairs {A n , B n } in C n such that the linear path joining A n and B n consists of tuples of commuting contractions admitting a commuting contractive normal dilation; that is, {A n , B n } ∈ N n if and only if (A 1 + tV 1 , . . . , A n + tV n ) ∈ C n satisfies (2.4) (and, hence, satisfies (2.3)) for every t ∈ [0, 1].
Normed ideals. Our perturbations will be elements of symmetrically normed ideals.
Definition 2.2. An ideal I of B(H) is called a normed ideal if it is equipped with an ideal norm, namely, a norm
The infimum of such constants M equals τ I I * .
We will also consider perturbations in the ideal I 1/2 = {A ∈ B(H) : |A| 2 ∈ I}, which contains the ideal I. For a positive trace τ I on I we have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
A sufficient condition for I 1/2 to be a normed ideal with norm A I 1/2 = |A| 2 1/2 I and for the inequality 
where the derivatives exist in the operator norm. If, in addition, V ∈ I, then the derivative in (3.2) exists in the ideal norm · I .
Proof. The representation (3.1) is routine. We will prove existence of the derivative of an operator polynomial in the ideal norm and the representation for the derivative (3.2). Existence of the derivative in the operator norm in case V / ∈ I can be established completely analogously.
Applying the representation (3.1) twice gives
The ideal norm of the latter expression is estimated by the Hölder inequality ensuring
which proves (3.2) for the derivative evaluated in the ideal norm. The completely analogous reasoning gives (3.3).
The derivative of f along the direction V n can be computed via partial derivatives along directions V 1 , . . . , V n . 
Lemma 3.2. Assume Notations 2.1 and let
where
(ii) Let I be a normed ideal. Proof. We will only establish existence and continuity of t → d ds s=t f (X n (s)) in the ideal norm; the results for the operator norm can be established completely analogously. Denote
We obtain
where the series converges because every partial derivative of f exists in D n 1+ǫ and is given by the absolutely convergent series obtained by termwise differentiation of the series (2.1). In case k j = 0, the sum p
is empty. For simplicity of exposition, we will establish (3.4) only for t = 0, as the same method works for any value of t. Applying (3.1) to each term of the series representing f (X n (t)) gives
Hence,
Combining (3.6) and (3.8) gives
Thus, the Gâteaux derivative of f along the direction (V 1 , . . . , V n ) at the point (A 1 , . . . , A n ) exists in the norm · I and is given by (3.4).
Continuity of t → d ds s=t f (X n (s)) can be established by applying (3.1) as it was done in the proof of its existence.
Hypotheses 3.3. Let I be a normed ideal endowed with a positive and · I -bounded trace τ I . Assume that A n , B n ∈ C n satisfy B j − A j ∈ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Immediately from Lemma 3.2, we have the following analog of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
Corollary 3.4. Assume Notations 2.1 and Hypotheses 3.3 and let
By adjusting the argument in the proof of [5, Lemma 5.8], we obtain the following simple lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let n 1 , n 2 , N 1 , N 2 ∈ N. Let (δ i 1 ) 1≤i 1 ≤N 1 and (δ i 2 ) 1≤i 2 ≤N 2 be partitions of C n 1 and C n 2 , respectively, and let E 1 and E 2 be spectral measures on C n 1 and C n 2 , respectively.
(i) If V ∈ I, then
Under an additional commutativity assumption, the trace of a derivative of a multivariate operator function can be written via partial derivatives of f .
Theorem 3.6. Assume Notations 2.1 and Hypotheses 3.3. Suppose that there exists
and
10)
where Ω = T.
If, in addition, X n (t) is a tuple of self-adjoint contractions, then (3.10) holds with
Proof. We provide the proof only in case Ω = T; the proof in case Ω = [−1, 1] is a verbatim repetition. Applying Lemma 3.2 gives
is defined by (3.5). Cyclicity of the trace and pairwise commutativity of X 1 (t), . . . , X n (t) give
Thus,
which equals (3.9). By the Hölder and von Neumann inequalities,
Now we will complete the proof of (3.10). We suppose first that X n (t) is a tuple of normal contractions and E t is its joint spectral measure. By the spectral theorem, ∂f ∂z j (X n (t)) =
Then, for every 1 ≤ l ≤ n, there is a sequence of Borel partitions (δ m,l,β l ) 1≤β l ≤m of C and a sequence of tuples of complex numbers (z m,l,β l ) 1≤β l ≤m such that
Applying Lemma 3.5(i) concludes the proof of (3.10) in case of normal contractions. Let now X n (t) ∈ C n . Since there exists a tuple of normal contractions U n on a Hilbert space K ⊃ H such that (2.4) holds, we have 
Lemma 3.8. The following statements are equivalent.
It is straightforward to see that
Note that (i) is equivalent to h ij (t) = 0, for every t
by differentiating (3.11) with respect to t twice and considering h ij (0) and h ij (1), we see that (i) implies (ii).
Theorem 3.9. Assume Notations 2.1, Hypotheses 3.3, and [V
If {A n , B n } ∈ N n , then there exist finite measures µ 1 , . . . , µ n on Ω n such that for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
for every f ∈ A(D n 1+ǫ ), where Ω = T. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ n and g ∈ A(D 1+ǫ ), 
Proof. Combining the results of Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.6, we obtain
By the Riesz-Markov representation theorem for a bounded linear functional on the space of continuous functions on a compact set and by the Hahn-Banach theorem, we deduce from (3.16) and (3.10) existence of measures µ j satisfying (3.12) and (3.14). Applying (3.14) to f (z 1 , . . . , z n ) = z j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, gives (3.13) and applying (3.14) to 
Proof. Examination of the proof of Theorem 3.9 shows that µ 1 and µ 2 satisfying (3.12)-(3.15) can be chosen to be supported in a compact subset of D containing ∪ t∈[0,1] σ(X 2 (t)). The property (i) is straightforward. The representation (3.17) follows from (3.14) applied to f (
Below, we relax commutativity assumptions of Theorem 3.9 in case τ I is a singular trace. Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and the representation (3.6) with ε = 1, we have
Further application of (3.1) as in (3.7) shows that the expression in (3.18) is an element of I 2 . Therefore,
By Theorem 3.6, the latter equals
Repeating the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 3.9 completes the proof of existence of measures satisfying (3.12)-(3.14).
Second order derivatives
A natural object appearing in evaluation of directional derivatives of single variable operator functions is a divided difference. In representations of derivatives of multivariate operator functions, we will additionally need a certain modification of a multivariate difference operator.
Let g be a function on C. The 0-th order divided difference of g is defined by g[λ 0 ] = g(λ 0 ); the divided difference of k-th order is defined recursively by
where λ 0 , . . . , λ r ∈ C. Note that g[λ 0 , . . . , λ r ] is a symmetric function of the sequence {λ 0 , . . . , λ r }. Let φ be a function on C n . We define the r-th order divided difference of φ in the j-th coordinate by
where g j (λ) = φ(z 1 , . . . , z j−1 , λ, z j+1 , . . . , z n ) (4.1) and z 1 , . . . , z j−1 , z j+1 , . . . , z n are fixed points in C.
The following well known property of the divided difference can be established by induction on the order r. 
Let { e 1 , . . . , e n } denote the canonical basis in R n . Let 0 = h i ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ). Define
The latter equals ∆ h π(1) e π(1) . . . ∆ h π(r) e π(r) φ( z), for any permutation π of {1, . . . , r}. 
Assume that the formula holds for r − 1, that is,
Combining the latter with (4.5) gives
(ii) Assume that I 1/2 is a normed ideal with ideal norm · I 1/2 and that the in- 
Proof. We provide the proof only in case Ω = T; the proof in case Ω = [−1, 1] is a verbatim repetition. Let N ∈ N and
so it is enough to prove (4.7) for the function f N . Applying (3.2), (3.3), and pairwise commutativity of X 1 (t), . . . , X n (t) ensures
and, if i < j,
Case 1: Assume, in addition, that the tuple X n (t) consists of normal contractions. 
Application of Lemmas 4.2 and 3.5(ii) completes the proof in case X n (t) is a tuple of normal contractions. Case 2: X n (t) is a tuple of contractions.
Since there exists a tuple of normal contractions U n on a Hilbert space K ⊃ H such that (2.4) holds, we have
for τĨ given by Proposition 2.3. Hence, by Case 1,
.
Similarly, we derive the estimate for τ I D Therefore, integrating by parts in (4.13) completes the proof. on Ω n such that
14) Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Proposition 4.10. Firstly one establishes
f (X n (s)) .
Repeating the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 4.8 completes the proof of existence of measures satisfying (4.14)-(4.16).
